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cessfully activated the green toy twice and failed
twice; within-agent 2, two experimenters each activated the green toy once and failed once (8); or
between-agents, one experimenter activated the
green toy twice and another experimenter failed
twice. Children pressed the button equally often
across conditions [F(2,51) = 0.59, P = ns], and the
toy never activated.
Hyowon Gweon and Laura Schulz
These conditions differ only with reo achieve our goals, we need to
spect to the statistical evidence. The outcomes in the within-agent conditions
solve a fundamental inference problem: We need to distinguish our in(considering also the infant’s failure) vary
fluence on event outcomes from the impact
independent of the agent, suggesting the
of the outside world. The distinction befailure is due to the object; the outcomes in
tween attributions to the self and the world
the between-agents condition covary with
has been critical in disciplines ranging
the agent, independent of the object, sugfrom social psychology (1) to artificial ingesting the failure is due to the agent. As
telligence (2). The problem becomes urgent
predicted, infants were more likely to first
when our actions fail to achieve expected
change the agent than the object in the
outcomes. If we try to turn on a light and
between-agents than within-agent conditions
are left in the dark, did we do something
(change agent versus change object, withinwrong (e.g., flip the wrong switch), or is
agent 1, 31.6% versus 68.4%; within-agent
something wrong in the world (e.g., a bulb
2, 29.4% versus 71.6%; between-agents,
burned out)? These attributions have differ68.4% versus 31.6%).
ent implications for our subsequent actions.
Consistent with formal models of causal induction (7), these results suggest that
If we are the problem, we should change
something about the agent (e.g., vary our
infants track the statistical dependence between agents, objects, and outcomes and
actions or ask for help finding the switch);
if the problem is external, we should try to
can use minimal data to draw inferences that
support rational action. When the infants
change the world (or at least the light bulb).
Consistent with empirical work showing
inferred that they were the source of failure,
they sought help; when they believed the
that children draw accurate inductive inferences from minimal data (3, 4), we show Fig. 1. Design and results. Experiments 1 [(A) within-object and (B) failure was due to their object, they explored
that infants can use sparse evidence about between-objects] and 2 [(C) within-agent 1, (D) within-agent 2, and (E) others. Seeking instruction and engaging in
the distribution of failed outcomes to an- between-agents]. P indicates parent; E1 and E2, experimenters 1 and exploration are both potentially effective stratswer the question, “Is it me or the world?” 2; G, Y, and R refer to toy colors: green, yellow, and red. The toy on the egies for learning; infants’ differential response
In experiment 1 (Fig. 1), infants were graph indicates the toy handed to the infant.
to failure depending on the evidence for its
causes augurs well for their success.
seated next to a parent and shown toys that
differed only in color (green, yellow, and red). grounds: Although the infant’s actions are not
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